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GOS-48x40
Green Ox® 48 x 40 pallets deliver cost savings across the supply chain. Our proprietary
technology centers on a corrugated pallet that allows successful and safe transportation
of products from one location to another.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Green Ox
Weight

GOS-48x40

Length (L)(1)

Width (W)(1)

Height (H)(1)

Description

in

mm

in

mm

in

mm

lbs

kg

48

1223

40

1024

4.5

114

~10.5

~5

Standard
48 x 40

4-way

Dynamic
Load(2)

lbs

kg

load
load
dependent dependent

Biobased pallets. For more information,
go to www.biopreferred.gov.

(1) Dimensions are approximate.
(2) Recommended load weights are evaluated on a case-by-case basis based on load weight/distribution,
load configuration, shipment type, unitization, and pallet use.

LENGTH

WIDTH
40.3" (1024mm)

48.3" (1223mm)

0.3" (7mm)

0.3" (7mm)
4.5"
(114mm)

10.3" (262mm)

9.3" (236mm)

6.4" (163mm)

9.1" (231mm)

9.7" (246mm)

8.1" (206mm)

3.9"
(99mm)
0.3" (7mm)

0.3" (7mm)

Green Ox Pallet Technology allows for cost savings and efficiencies in the handling, storage, and transportation of materials and products.
CONCEPT

GREEN OX BENEFIT

GREEN OX ENABLING TECHNICAL FEATURE

1. LOAD INTEGRITY

- Safely carries and protects the product load

- Safe for transporting food and other products susceptible to contamination
- Pallet flexes during transport, absorbing shock and vibrations
- Patented design tested by an independent ISTA-certified laboratory

2. SHIPPING

- Reduces fuel consumption

- Pallet weighs only ~10.5 lbs.; considerably less than a wood pallet

3. STORAGE

- Minimal space requirements

- Pallets are manufactured into flat blanks

4. EFFICIENCY

- Delivered on a Just-In-Time basis

- Manufacturing and distribution models allow for delivery when needed

5. DISPOSAL

- Easy disposal after use

- Pallet material provides post-use recycling revenue

6. SAFETY

- Reduces worker injuries and improves
product safety; OSHA compliant

- Pallet design has no nails, staples, or splinters and is lightweight

7. TRANSPORT EFFICIENCY

- ISPM-15 exempt

- Pallet requires no treatment for import/export

8. SUSTAINABILITY

- Reduction of environmental footprint;
tangibly green

- Pallets are 100% recyclable and estimated to reduce CO2 emissions
by ~85% compared to wood pallets

Say GOODBYE to inconvenient and costly wood pallets and
HELLO to cost savings & product safety with Green Ox® Pallets.
Contact Information:
1.800.421.7177 | www.allpak.com | www.greenoxpallets.com
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